Induction of cytotoxic T lymphocyte activity by immunization with recombinant Semliki Forest virus: indications for cross-priming.
For the rational design of vaccines capable of inducing CD8+ T cell responses knowledge of the identity of the antigen-presenting cell (APC) and the mechanism of antigen presentation is very important. Here, we address these issues for alphavirus-based immunization, in particular immunization with recombinant Semliki Forest virus (rSFV). Studies with dendritic cells (DCs) from various origins revealed that rSFV has a very limited capacity to transfect this cell type in vitro. To further investigate in vivo whether rSFV transfects professional antigen-presenting cells directly or whether the antigens reach APCs via a mechanism of cross-priming we compared the immunological effects of three different SFV-constructs encoding the influenza nucleoprotein (NP). These constructs differ in the amount of NP produced per cell or in the stability of the NP, respectively. Induction of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) appeared to benefit from a large amount of stable antigen. In contrast, rapid antigen degradation, and thus availability of antigenic peptides in the transfected cell, was found to be disadvantageous. Based on these in vitro and in vivo results, we hypothesize that antigen presentation after SFV-based immunization proceeds via a mechanism in which APCs are not transfected directly but acquire antigen from other transfected cells and present it to CTLs in a process of cross-priming.